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Acne has been reported as one of the most common dermato-
logic conditions in numerous racial/ethnic groups studied.1,2 
Although differences in acne prevalence between racial/

ethnic groups have not been well established, distinct variations in 
clinical presentation, exacerbating factors, and sequelae of acne are 
frequently observed in patients with skin of  color (ie, Fitzpatrick 
skin types [FST] IV-VI). These distinctions inform patient care.

Prevalence
At least one study (N=2,895)—an evaluation based on photographs— 
reported that acne is more common in African American and 
Hispanic women (37% and 32%, respectively) than in Continental 
Indian, Caucasian, and Asian women (23%, 24%, and 30%, respec-
tively).3 Findings await confirmation by a comparable study.

Postinflammatory Hyperpigmentation
Postinflammatory hyperpigmentation (PIH), a darkened area of 
skin following trauma or cutaneous inflammation following acne, 
results from an abnormal release or overproduction of  melanin 
(Figure).4,5 It is more common in African American and Hispanic 
women than in Continental Indian, Asian, or Caucasian women, 
according to a survey of  208 adult women with facial acne (49% 
non-Caucasian, 51% Caucasian).1,3 Nearly half (49.5%) of the non-
Caucasian women reported “a lot” or “extensive” PIH, compared 
with 22.5% of Caucasian women.1 A study of  photographs from 
2,895 females aged 10 to 70 years old also found that hyperpig-
mentation was more common in African American and Hispanic 
women (65% and 48%, respectively) than in Continental Indian, 
Asian, and Caucasian (10%, 18%, and 25%, respectively) women.3 

PIH may be more distressing to people of color than to lighter-
skinned patients; it was rated as “severely troublesome” by nearly 
half  (48.5%) of  non-Caucasian women with acne in one study.1 
Another analysis confirmed this finding.6 PIH-associated discol-
oration may persist well beyond the acne lesions that triggered it. 
Epidermal PIH may persist for 6 to 12 months; dermal PIH can 
last for years.5,7 
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A histological examination of  acne lesions from black females 
showed marked inflammation, beyond what would be expected 
based on clinical examination. Skin taken from sites not near 
the acne lesions also displayed inflammation. Hyperpigmented 
macules with melanin granules were identified in the epidermis, 
with pigment-filled macrophages detected in the dermis.8 According 
to an analysis of patients seen at a single center specializing in the 
care of skin of color, acne hyperpigmented macules were identified 
in 65.3% of 239 African American patients, 52.7% of 55 Hispanic 
patients, and 47.4% of  19 Asian patients. These findings could 
account for the development of PIH in patients with skin of color.9 

Patient History and Education
The use of  certain hair oils and emollients to moisturize the hair 
and scalp can result in pomade acne, characterized by closely 
packed, closed comedones and small papules along the hairline.10 
Makeup or skin care products may induce or worsen acne, or may 
irritate or dry the skin. Skin lightening or bleaching creams may 
irritate the skin or cause acne, especially if  they contain steroids. 
Patient history should include a list of all skin, hair, and cosmetic 
products used. Some products may lead to dryness or irritation 
when combined with topical acne medications.11 Educating patients 
to avoid substances that may contribute to their acne or PIH is an 
important aspect of therapy.

Daily sunscreen use can reduce the intensity of  PIH, even 
in people with darker skin.12 A study in African American and 
Hispanic individuals who did not use sunscreen found that 8 weeks 
of  sunscreen use with sun protection factor 30 or 60 lightened 
facial and hand pigmentary abnormalities.13 Patients who do not 
use sunscreen should be educated to do so.14 

In a study of patients of Afro-Caribbean ancestry, family history 
was associated with the formation of keloid scars in multiple sites 
rather than a single site.15 

More than two-thirds of Caucasian and non-Caucasian women 
alike expected to see results from acne treatment within 2 weeks, 
according to a patient survey. Some expected benefits overnight.1 To 
set expectations and promote adherence to therapy, patients should be 
educated that resolution of acne and PIH often takes several weeks.4,5 

Topical Therapy for Acne and PIH
Early, aggressive treatment is recommended in patients with skin 
of color to minimize the risk of PIH and scarring. This imperative 
must be balanced by the need to avoid skin irritation due to therapy, 
which can result in dyspigmentation and can worsen PIH.4,5,11 
Treatment of acne is key to the management of PIH to prevent or 
reduce the risk of  further dark marks. In patients with PIH and 
acne, consider therapies that address both conditions. 

Several therapies recommended in the management of acne and/or 
PIH have data supporting their efficacy in patients with skin of color.

Topical Retinoids
These agents represent first-line acne therapy both in patients with 
skin of  color and in Caucasian patients.2,11 Starting at a lower 
concentration (0.025% tretinoin, for example) or applying every 
other day is recommended in patients with skin of  color to reduce 
the risk of  irritation. 

Topical retinoids are an attractive option in patients with skin 
of  color because they can treat acne and may lighten areas of 
hyperpigmentation in black patients (P<0.001 vs vehicle after 40 
weeks of  therapy). In one study, half  of  24 subjects randomized 
to topical tretinoin 0.1% developed retinoid reactions where the 
medication was applied; reactions diminished in severity, dura-
tion, and frequency as the study progressed.16 

Once-daily tazarotene 0.1% cream has demonstrated efficacy 
compared with vehicle in the treatment of  PIH in 74 patients with 
skin of  color.17 

A recent post hoc analysis of  data from a 12-week, phase 3 
study of  adapalene 0.3%/benzoyl peroxide 2.5% (ADAP 0.3%/
BPO 2.5%) found that the active therapy was significantly superior 
to vehicle for reduction of  both inflammatory and noninflamma-
tory lesions. When the study population was analyzed by FST, the 
proportion of  subjects achieving scores of  clear or almost clear 
on the Investigator Global Assessment (IGA) with active therapy 
was superior to vehicle only for those with lighter skin (FST I-III; 
n=128, ADAP 0.3%/BPO 2.5%; n=43, vehicle).18 These authors 
noted that only a small number of  subjects were randomized to 
vehicle in the FST IV-VI group (n=89, ADAP 0.3%/BPO 2.5%; 
n=26, vehicle), reducing the statistical power of  the analysis. 
They also speculated that the presence of  PIH lesions might 
have affected the IGA. This study did not examine the impact of 
therapy on PIH. 

Topical Antibiotics
A post hoc analysis of  data from a phase 3, 12-week, vehicle-
controlled clinical trial of  clindamycin 1.2%/BPO 3.75% gel found 
that efficacy in Hispanic subjects (n=136) with moderate to severe 
acne was similar to that of  the general study population. The 
treatment was well tolerated in the Hispanic cohort; no treatment-
related adverse events were reported, and no subjects discontinued 
therapy due to adverse events.19 

Dapsone 
Topical dapsone 5% is recommended for the treatment of 
inflammatory acne, especially in adult females.2 In a study of  68 
adult women with acne and skin of  color (FST IV-VI), topical 
dapsone gel 5% monotherapy applied twice daily for 12 weeks 
significantly reduced the investigator-rated 5-point Global Acne 
Assessment Score (GAAS) from baseline (mean, −1.2; 95% confi-
dence interval, −1.4 to −1.0; P<0.001; 39% improvement). Nearly 
43% of  subjects had a GAAS of  0 or 1 at week 12. No treat-
ment-related adverse events were observed.20 Race (Caucasian/
non-Caucasian) did not affect the efficacy of  dapsone 7.5% gel 
in a pooled subgroup analysis of  data from two phase 3 trials 
(N=4,340; moderate inflammatory and noninflammatory acne).21 
A pooled analysis of  data from two phase 3 trials of  dapsone 7.5% 
and vehicle in patients (N=4,327) with moderate acne stratified by 
FST (I-III, IV-VI) supported these findings, reporting efficacy in 
both groups.22 

Azelaic Acid
A pilot study of azelaic acid 15% gel twice daily led to improvement 
of both acne and PIH in adults (N=20) with FST IV and mild or 
moderate acne and moderate or severe PIH.23 After 16 weeks, 85% 
of patients had achieved at least a 2-point improvement in IGA for 
acne, and all (100%) had at least a 2-point improvement in IGA 
for PIH.23 

Hydroquinone
Topical hydroquinone is considered the gold standard therapy 
for skin lightening and is often the first therapy used in treating 
PIH.4,11 Hydroquinone 4% combined with 0.15% retinol and anti-
oxidants can reduce lesion size, pigmentation, and disease severity 
in patients with hyperpigmentation on the face and body (FST 
II-VI).24 
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To avoid unwanted lightening of  normal skin, hydroquinone 
should be applied only to areas of  PIH. In our practice, we limit 
the use of  hydroquinone to lesions large enough to be amenable 
to spot application (>4 mm). For smaller areas, consider using 
topical retinoids or azelaic acid because these agents can be 
applied to normal as well as affected skin. Exogenous ochronosis, 
a blue-black darkening of  the skin, is a risk of  long-term hydro-
quinone use.25 

Procedural Therapies for PIH
Topical agents, considered to be first-line choices for PIH, are more 
likely to be efficacious in epidermal than dermal lesions. Superficial 
chemical peels and laser therapy offer alternatives for treating 
dermal lesions and in those that respond inadequately to topical 
options.26 Caution must be exercised because these interventions 
can cause or exacerbate PIH.3 Medium-depth peels are associated 
with a higher risk of postprocedure PIH than superficial chemical 
peels. Deep peels are contraindicated in patients with skin of color 
due to the effects on skin pigment and risk of scarring.4 

Superficial Chemical Peels
Adding serial glycolic acid peels (every 3 weeks) to a topical 
regimen containing hydroquinone 2%, tretinoin 0.05%, and hydro-
cortisone 1% improved the results of  facial PIH treatment in  
30 patients with FST III-V, compared with the topical 
regimen alone.25 Patients were treated for 18 weeks. The mean 
Hyperpigmentation Area and Severity Index score at 12 and 21 
weeks showed significantly greater improvement with the peels.27 
Salicylic acid peels have demonstrated efficacy in PIH when 
combined with topical therapy but not as monotherapy.4,28-31 

In our practice, we instruct patients to stop retinoid therapy  
1 week prior to chemical peel therapy to reduce the risk of crusting, 
erosion, and PIH. BPO, azelaic acid, or dapsone can be used up to 
the day of the peel. 

Laser Therapy
The quality of  the evidence for the use of  lasers in the treatment 
of PIH for patients with skin of color is low; most data come from 
small, nonrandomized clinical trials, case reports, and case studies.4 

Summary
PIH and scarring occur more often in patients with skin of color 
than in Caucasian patients. These sequelae may be more distressing 
to the patient than acne. The need for early, aggressive treatment of 
acne to prevent PIH and scarring must be balanced with the need to 
avoid skin irritation, which itself  can cause dyspigmentation. Many 
therapies for acne have been studied in patients with skin of color. 
Treatments that address both acne and PIH are good choices for 
patients with both conditions.
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